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CENTAUR 
Key facts for academic and research staff 
CentAUR is one of the larger open access institutional repositories in the UK and it has had over one 
million downloads. Access is free to anyone worldwide. CentAUR can be searched directly, through 
repository search tools, or via major search engines. It is indexed by Google Scholar.  
ADD YOUR PUBLICATIONS TO CENTAUR  
Log in with your University username and password at www.reading.ac.uk/centaur 
ACT ON ACCEPTANCE!  As soon as peer reviewed or scholarly outputs are accepted for publication, 
upload them to CentAUR: 
 to increase visibility of, and access to, your research outputs  (citations, collaboration, impact) 
 to populate your ROSS report and publications lists on personal profile and School web pages 
 to comply with the University’s open access policy 
 to fulfil funder mandates (e.g. RCUK ) to make your publications open access 
 to comply with the HEFCE open access policy for the next REF 
 
OUTPUT TYPE REFERENCE FULL TEXT 
Journal articles yes yes 
Book chapters yes optional 
Books (authored and edited) yes no 
Reports yes optional 
Conference proceedings yes yes  
Patents (published) yes no 
Arts outputs (e.g. exhibitions) yes optional 
Table showing content types to add to CentAUR. Some need only a reference and others must include a full text. 
BEFORE ADDING OUTPUTS RETROSPECTIVELY  contact CentAUR for advice on scope and import options. 
CONTACTS AND HELP 
 CentAUR:  centaur@reading.ac.uk,  x6376 or www.centaur.reading.ac.uk/help 
 University’s open access information pages www.reading.ac.uk/library/open-access 
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